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About This Game

Uncanny Valley is a survival horror game, focusing on a bone chilling story, exploration and heart pounding action.

Uncanny Edition: if you buy this, you get the game and the soundtrack bundled together for a lower price.

About the game:
Uncanny Valley is a survival horror game that includes a mix of exploration, puzzle solving and a bit of action with a lot of

optional story content. We're trying to preserve the old survival horror kind of gameplay instead of following the modern trend
of creating a third person shooter with horror elements.

Story:
You play as a security guard named Tom at a remote facility. He's in charge of the night shift, while his lazy partner Buck is in

charge of the day shift. Nights are long, so Tom starts exploring the facility and finds things he shouldn't. The story plays a huge
part in the game, so saying anything more would be a major spoiler.

Consequence system:
Uncanny Valley's main difference from other games is a thing we like to call the consequence system. Whenever you fail at

something, the game goes on, but with harsh consequences for your character that can impact both the story and the gameplay.

For example - you fail at avoiding your attackers, meaning your character will move slower throughout the game, making it
harder to escape future pursuers. The player then needs to be careful and more clever, which adds more tension to the game. Of

course, there are mistakes you can do that lead to your death, but we're trying to avoid that as much as possible.
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Why? Because dying and repeating the same section over and over is tedious and leads to frustration. The game stops being
scary if you're angry and just want to rush through it, so we think that adding such a system will still keep the tension while

adding a new layer to scariness.

Key Features:

a huge, explorable facility with multiple floors and buildings

intense moments of dread

detailed story with rich characters

consequence system mechanic
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Title: Uncanny Valley
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Cowardly Creations
Publisher:
Cowardly Creations
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2015
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This game is incredible. The puzzles are difficult and surreal but still make perfect sense. The atmosphere manages to be as dark
and eerie as the rest of the series. And the story wraps up almost the whole series perfectly. it's also longer than other games in
the series, with more content than any of the others. This is my favourite game in the series and that's saying something.. The
game crashed on me twice in 10 minutes. The games graphics look nice and I love the fact that there are human ai on islands
that want to kill you instead of just animals. I don't recommend right now the game needs another year of being worked on to
add more content and fix things. There is an options button on main menu which doesn't work so you can't change any kind of
settings. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YEtdrSQp-10&t=302s. The mechanics are confusing at the beginning, but can be
summed up as:
1 + 1 + 1 = 2
2 + 2 + 2 = 3
3 + 3 + 3 = 4
and so on.

The graphics are simplistic, the music slightly depressing and the sounds don't give enjoyable feedback.

But it you can get past that it's an alright puzzle game for that price.. Why are there no hotkeys for towers and abilities??? That's
incretibly frustrating!. I would love to play this magnum opus of a game yet no one seems to be connecting to my server when I
want to play. This must be some kind of mistake or bug that may need to be fixed in a future upate. I would also like to say that
the gun models look super GNARLY!!! I almost couldn't play because of how astounted I was at the quality of the graphics in
this game. I wish that there would be a sniper that could be added into the game to make it more TACTICOOL to enhance my
GAMER EXPERIENCE. If you want to see a montage of my EPIC GAMER SHOTS please visit my twitch.tv\/miekshreds to
see the most EPIC GAMER SHOTS in this game's history. Thank you for this amazing experience. This game is leading the
next generation of gaming! It also helped to cure my depression after my wife left me for her boyfriend. I never thought there
could be such a perfect game yet here it is. Thank you very much for this experience... nay this gift of a game.. The game is
alright to play, but the issues i have on pc is making progress not possible.

Ive heard that it doesnt have problems on ps3\/ps4 So if you have those consoles and want the game, you should get it there and
not here.. This game is unplayable for me. As soon as I walk through the first door, my game crashes every time. Good thing it
was only $0.99 at the time. Not worth more than that. I have plenty of power to play this game so my computer is not the issue.
Hopefully the second installment runs on my pc. We will see.
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This game reminds me of the mobile game Cut the Rope and that's why I can't recommend it, not at the current suggested price.
VR does not make this game more immersive or fun. I could have played this game on a mobile phone and it wouldn't have
taken away from the experience all that much.

The puzzles are nice, especially if you like this type of game. However, if you don't like Angry Birds or Cut the Rope or you're
just tired of those types of games, then you won't like this either.

Very tough call, because this is not a bad game. It works fine and the puzzles are nicely done. I got this game on sale and even
then I can't recommend it. The most this game is worth is $2.99. I would change this to recommend for .99 cents.

Rate 4\/10, hate to downvote, but just not enough gaming fun for $9.99 in my opinion, would recommend only at lower price or
if you love these type of puzzle games. Absolutely in love!
Love the recipes, the atmosphere, game mechanics..already learning how to make my first cocktails! :)
Although one drawback is I keep knocking the glass out of my hand and drop it on the floor\/drop it in the ice basket as I wave
my arms about busily serving up drinks!
Ended up spending a lot of time looking for things I dropped :(
The ice basket especially - I know I probably shouldnt do it this way but scooping ice into the cup by dunking the cup in the ice
basket made me lose the cup in the basket very very often. Other than that, if i accidentally pass my hand through the counter
with cup in hand, the cups drops somewhere again.
Also, would be nice if we could remove wrong garnishes.

These are minor details though. Overall love the game, great experience!

Also, would it be possible to have the option of using one of those measuring cup things? And a musher for the mojito mbe?
. After playing for 3 hours with no problems it now soes not show the entire picture, especially the bottom which I need,
. Played the Coop, Game itself requires good communication between players. Concept is solid, and puzzles are unique and have
the appearance of being able to be solved in multiple ways.

The wasteland style graphics here don't lend themselves well for VR. In my personal opinion a more simplistic style of textures
would have worked better here. The current texture set makes it a bit hard to see whats going on as the VR player and it's (again
my opinion) not very attractive to look at.

The game is still early access, so I'm giving this one a thumbs up in hopes that the continuing polish will make this a potentially
more attractive game.. Fun game with an abundance of unique race styles.. A game where you can beat up your enemies with
their own limbs and chew off their legs once you've lost your own... what more could you ask for? A great game, would
definitely recommend!. If you know about this game: it's not just 3:4, you can turn off these liners and play on widescreen. I
don't know why there are no screenshots on the store page to show it.

Considering netcode: It's OK. If I'm to compare it with other titles using Steamworks, I would rate this game as 6\10, GG
REVELATOR 10\10. BB:CP 8\10, Melty Blood as 1\10 and Nitroplus Blasterz as 3\10. Koihime Enbu is pretty much the same
6\10. I'm using my friend from Germany as a reference for this scale. While we have 2-3 frames delay in GG, "1" connection in
BB:CP, he couldn't even connect me on this one upon invite. Nevertheless, I'm in the middle of somewhere, and connection is
pretty much OK around me. Game retains it's responsiveness even on slowed-down matches, so you could ram and command
grab your opponent with 632146k throw in real time. One "but" is that the game is re-syncronizing, it appears, in-between
rounds. You know, that initial delay you're experiencing before the 1st round begins in most online-fightings. It occurs here
between rounds, too, and took from 20 to 50 seconds for me.

Considering input: you can remap most of the keys on KB, ESC and Enter excluded, directionals included. The game works
with my old Praetorian RF MT1501 (bought it in 2004), which means it works with pretty much any other DirectInput
gamepad.

If you don't know about this game: input here is quite sophisticated. It follows the wide number of paterns for special attacks,
close to what you could see in Skullgirls. Also, there are 7 universal techs with their 2 button (you can bind them in macroses)
input.
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For cell-animation this one is pretty good. Somehow, it looks more clunky on the store page's video than it actually is.
Meanwhile, voicing is directly opposite. I'm sorry, but my ears are melting from it. I survived Continuum Shift's english dub
before original japanese had arrived, but there is nothing to save me from this one. Yes, I've played other low-budget fightings.
But some characters here is just unbearable. Yet again, sorry.

Overall, the more I play, the more I like this game :). This is one of the better edutainment titles that I own, and one of the better
competeitve typing games as well. It has a very different tone when compared to "Western Press," another competetive typing
game. The gameplay is also very different.. There's no reason to recommend this DLC at all, and I'd known it wasn't worth even
half of its price long before I actually purchased it. So why did I even waste \u20ac7.5? Let me list first the reasons NOT to buy
this downloadable 'content':

-it only adds 3 minor* playable factions to the game, of which the unit roster is not so unique (though I love the design of some
Lombard elite infantry)
-these factions were already thought and prepared to be available through a DLC by the time the game was released. It took CA
15 exact days to release this piece of crap: It's clearly a so-called "DLC grab".

*when I say 'minor', I really just mean these factions didn't shape the future of Europe as much as the Franks, the Huns or the
Ostrogoths did - whether for better or for worse.

And I would understand the business model if the content within this game addition was worth its money. "Hey there TW fans,
we're going to release the game with this amount of playable factions, but to get  all the minor ones you'll have to pay an extra
\u20ac15". In order to have all 3 faction packs (for a total of 9 new civ's) you've got spend about 23 euros already.

Finally, I only bought the DLC because I love the Lombards\/Langobards. They are part of my medieval heritage, and part
of the history of my people. A portion of our old city walls, here in my hometown, was raised by the Lombards and still
stands strong through the ages - even after the americans bombed the entire place in WWII ;).

To sum up: unless you really have a reason to play one or each of these factions, avoid the dlc. All 'barbaric' factions and
tribes share a common unit roster and technology tree, it's simply not worth the money on a basis.
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